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Bibliography

Working papers (with submission status):

• 2017, José-Raimundo Carvalho, Thierry Magnac, Qizhou Xiong; College Choice Allocation

Mechanisms: Structural Estimates and Counterfactuals

– Status: Revise & resubmit at Quantitative Economics

• 2017, Qizhou Xiong; Censored Fractional Response Model: Estimating Heterogeneous

Relative Risk Aversion of European Households

– Status: Under revision

– Presentations: Econometric Society Winter Meeting Europe: Madrid 2014; IAAE

2015 Conference Thessaloniki; Financial Econometrics and Empirical Modeling of

Financial Markets Workshop, Bochum; Econometric Society Asian Meeting 2017,

Hongkong.

• 2017, Qizhou Xiong; The Liquidity Premium of Safe Assets: The Role of Government

Debt Supply

– Status: Submitted to Journal of International Money and Finance

– Presentations: IFABS Asian Conference 2017, Ningbo, China; Brown bag seminar

at the Finance department of Lausanne University; Paris Financial Management

Conference, Paris, France; AEA MEEA Conference 2018, Philadelphia, USA.

• 2018, Qizhou Xiong, Antonios Mavropoulos; Housing Consumption and Housing Market

Regulations in the Post-Crisis Europe

– Status: Submission to workshops and conferences; planned submission to a top eco-

nomics journal in late 2018

– Presentations: Doctoral Research Seminar at IWH (by coauthor), Research Semi-

nar at OVGU (by coauthor), Goethe University Doctoral Workshop (Riezlern, by

coauthor); 4th Annual Meeting of the Danish Society for Economic and Social His-

tory at Southern Denmark University (scheduled in September 2018); XXX SIEP

Conference 2018 Padova (scheduled in September 2018)

Work in progress

The Value of Public Transport in House Pricing: Evidence from Property List-

ing Websites; with Stefano Colonnello (IWH and Madgeburg University) This paper

builds on the housing price data we collect under the IWH Housing Index Initiative and studies

the role of access to public transport in housing pricing. House prices vary for different reasons,

most of which can be accounted for by its physical features such as the size of the house, the

number of bedrooms and the location of the house. However, there is also many intangible
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aspects of the housing that are critical to the valuation of housing, such as safety of the neigh-

borhood, availability of high-quality schools and the air and noise pollution levels. In this paper,

we look at one specific feature of the intangibles — access to public transport. We investigate

whether such intangible element is priced at the market or it remains as positive externalities.

We first propose a theoretical framework based on standard Campbell-Shiller asset pricing de-

composition to explain how the public transport access enters the house pricing. Empirically,

we study the effect of in the proximity of public transportation on the housing listing prices

(both rental and sales) in Metropolitan areas in Germany. We use the voluntary description

of the transportation condition provided by the listing agencies or owners as the measure of

proximity to public transport. In addition to qualitative analysis, we take advantage of the

large sample size and adopt the econometric matching method to estimate the price difference

attributed to public transport access.

How Much Is Firm-Specific Human Capital Worth? Evidence from CEO Turnovers;

with Stefano Colonnello (IWH and Madgeburg University) Rising importance of hu-

man capital poses challenges to the corporation as we know it and the CEO is the critical

decision-maker of a corporation. Meanwhile, Employees’ human capital is becoming less spe-

cific to their current employer (Zingales, 2000 JF). Do firm-specific skills make a better CEO?

We try to answer this question by looking at how much boards value the firm-specific knowledge

of CEOs. We use the choice between internal and external hires as a laboratory to structurally

estimate the value of CEO firm-specific human capital. We follow the dynamic simplified ver-

sion of Hermalin and Weisbach (1998 AER) and build on the model of Taylor (2010 JF). We

introduce the choice between internal and external CEO candidates and exploit both forced

and voluntary CEO turnovers to quantify the board’s perception of firm-specific human capital

distinguishing between inside and outside successions. Identification stems from the difference

between internal and external hires when boards decide or forced to replace the previous CEO.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no paper providing a structural estimation of choice

between insider and outside CEO replacements.

The delivery risk in public procurement of long-term projects; with Sinem Hidir

(Warwick University) We study competitive public procurement of long-term projects, whose

delivery is not certain either in completion time nor quality. We show that if public procurement

ignores the delivery risk of long term projects in auctions, they create incentive for private

bidders to bid lower than their optimal risk-cost trade off to win the project and then shirk in

the effort of delivering the projects. The costly foreclosure of public-private partnership is likely

to force the public authority into bailing out the shirking and inefficient private partner, which

leads to big loss of public fund. We propose that delaying pay out for the projects is efficiency

improving and prevents partly the adverse selection and mitigates the moral hazard problem.

We plan to test our theory using the Italian public procurement record data and UK national

archive data on public procurement.

Exogenous macroeconomic shocks on domestic housing market; with Antonios

Mavropoulos (IWH) By the nature of real estate, the real estate market is local and often

has a rigid supply in the short run. However, the demand, often for investment purposes, can

come from abroad. Foreign shocks, through trade and interconnected financial system, can also
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alter the local housing demand and financing conditions. We, therefore, would like to test how

important those types of foreign shocks are to the local housing market. Brexit is an excellent

example of such foreign shock. Plenty of financial firms and banks such as UBS, Goldman Sachs

Citigroup and Morgan Stanley have decided either to entirely or partially move their operations

and headquarters to Frankfurt as they wish to be relocated within European Union ground after

Brexit. In the light of such event, Frankfurt vies to grab a larger share of the lucrative markets

for financial services and become the EUs principal financial center. Our goal in this project

is to exploit this exogenous for Frankfurt’s housing market shock and investigate its impact on

house prices in its metropolitan area.

Service to the Profession

Data Service

Since the winter of 2017, Michael Koetter, Antonios Mavropoulos and I started the data

collection on regional housing prices via online listing platforms such as “Immoscout24.com” in

Germany and “pap.fr” in France. We initiated the data collection using a python algorithm to

run web scrapping of all listings on major housing listing platforms in euro countries. Eventually,

we wish to extend and sustain the data collection to construct an up-to-date housing index across

European countries. We intend to make this data available for researchers who are interested

in working on similar projects. Meanwhile, we plan to publish standardized summaries of the

data as a service for the general public. Please find the first line of results here: https:

//www.qizhouxiong.com/iwh-housing-index.html

Referee Activities

• Journal of Applied Econometrics

• Scottish Journal of Political Economy

• Economics of Transition

• IWH FIN-FIRE Conferences

• 2018 IBEFA Summer Conference
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